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1000 French Words in Context: A Self-Study Guide for French Language Learners I have put
together a comprehensive list of the 1000 most used words in French with French and English
sentences. Learning a language really takes time and effort. Don't be fooled. Ongoing dedication
really will get you through. You can use this list to build up your knowledge of French words. It is a
comprehensive list fully illustrated with examples of the words in English and French to give you a
good idea of how to use the word. How to use this book: The list here is long. Is it too long? No.
However, you need to know how to use it properly to maximize your learning. I recommend setting
yourself achievable targets to make sure you stay on track with your learning. You could aim to
learn 10 words (or less if you wish) a day. Five in the morning and five for the afternoon, with the
evening to check you remember them all. That may sound a lot to learn but consider all the times
you have free when you could quickly learn a new verb. For example on the bus, waiting for the bus,
on the toilet (when there are very few distractions!), during your lunch break, when you wake up in
bed, when eating your breakfast, just before you shower (to practice in the shower), when you are
waiting for someone...the list goes on and so do your opportunities to learn. So don't be
overwhelmed by learning a new language. Set yourself small daily goals, and time will fly. Before
you know it, you will find yourself with an extensive vocabulary. Finally, I want to say that I will
hopefully add to the book so check for updates. If there's good demand and feedback I will offer
more. Good luck!
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This is really good - for a book. I can think of so many different ways to use- and learn from this

book. I would recommend to write 5 new french words on your arm/hand every day, and then repeat
it in your head or out loud through out the day. As the book says; it takes on going dedication to
learn a language.Another way to use it, which I want to try, is to read once again while I'm in
France. I think it would be most beneficial, to both read the language and actually hear people
pronounce and use the words, in an actual conversation.

I love the French language and I always wanted to learn it but I never had enough time. This book is
a very simple guide in learning french or at least the basics of the language in 1000 words in
different contexts. It provides more than one context for every word and this is very helpful because
the single word some times have more than one meaning.

French has always been an interesting language. I love listening to them speak and there's
something about their accent that I really find sexy. Although I personally have not been to France I
have met one or two French clients and I just love their language. I got this book for three simple
reasons. One, out of curiosity. Two, to also be able to learn their language and to hopefully be able
to use what I learn for when I get to visit their beautiful country. Lastly, because I want to impress
my clients. This book is definitely meant for slow beginners like me. It teaches you basic language
and has specific tips on how to retain what you have learned. Definitely a good book for those who
want to learn French!

French isn't my first or second language, but a part of me is curious about learning new languages
as such. This book has literally a thousand phrases in French language with corresponding English
translations. I was impressed that phrases given were the ones usually used in everyday life.
However, for a person who doesn't know a thing about French language, it is difficult to identify as
to how words should actually be pronounced. I just hope this book also has those information
regarding word pronunciation.

It wasn't what I expected though it was clear in the title "words;" I expected to read sentences in
French and English. This didn't help me as much as I thought it would bring the three years of
French that I had had in elementary school back to me. The fault of the two stars is not the book by
my misinterpretation for what it contained. If I had understood that it was "just words," I would
probably have still downloaded it.

Lately, I saw this book on the social media. It was posted by one of the famous actress. And then I
didn't know that it was on . Wow, this book was very useful. The words in there are very practical
and easy to learn from this book.So, I would recommend this for those people who wants to travel in
countries who spoke French. Not only for travel but we can also used this for other purpose.

The book is composed of a thousand most commonly used words in French. Each word is also
used in sentences with both French and English translation which I think is very useful. This book
will not only enrich your vocabulary words but it can also help you speak French properly and
fluently. However, I wish the author created a short history about France/French words or
something.

Really glad to have this book. You will find the French words very interesting and want to learn
some of its basic words in the book. This guide is a bit long but teaches you the essential and most
useful words of Frances easily and quickly. Personally I think learning a second language is a very
value added life skill.
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